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Abstract UN/CEFACTs Modeling Methodology (UMM) is a UML profile for spec-

ifying global choreographies of inter-organizational e-business systems. As we outline

in this paper, the practical use of UMM is limited to bi-lateral business collaborations,

since it does not support nested business transactions. This means UMM does not

support multi-party business collaborations. UN/CEFACT argues that UMM serves as

model capturing the agreements and commitments between business partners. These

agreements and commitments are always on a bi-lateral basis. However, a business

partner in the middle of a supply chain must establish multiple agreements and com-

mitments with multiple partners. It is the local choreography of a business partner that

binds the various bi-lateral models leading to a multi-party choreography. Unfortu-

nately, UN/CEFACT does not give any guidance on how to model the local choreogra-

phies. We close this gap by extending UMM by a UML profile for local choreographies.

Keywords Business Process Modeling · Inter-Organizational Systems · Conceptual

Modeling · Standards · Unified Modeling Language

1 Introduction

The idea of exchanging business data between the information systems of collaborating

business partners exists for quite a while. It became known as electronic data inter-

change (EDI) (Schatz, 1988). For a long time standardization efforts concentrated on

the development of standard business document types. However, a common under-

standing of the data exchanged is just one part of the solution. Inter-organizational

systems require interlacing the business processes of the participating partners.
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More recently, we see efforts describing the orchestration and/or choreography of

business processes. Orchestration and choreography describe closely related, but well

distinguished concepts (Barros et al., 2005), (Peltz, 2003). Orchestration deals with the

sequence and conditions in which one business process calls its components to realize

a business goal. Choreography describes business processes in a peer-to-peer collabo-

ration. It describes the flow of interactions between the participating business partners

that interlink their individual processes. We distinguish local and global choreogra-

phies. A local choreography describes the flow from a participating partners point of

view. It makes the public parts of its local process visible to others. A global chore-

ography defines the inter-organizational process from a neutral perspective. A global

choreography has the potential to achieve an agreement between the partners. Local

choreographies enable the configuration of each partners system.

In order to establish a collaboration between business partners we see two main

approaches. Firstly, one business partner announces his local choreography. All other

business partners that want to collaborate must adopt their interfaces accordingly.

Secondly, business partners start agreeing on a common global choreography - which

may be based on a predefined reference model specified by standards organizations or

industry consortia. Next, each partner binds its own local choreography to the public

one.

The United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and E-Business (UN/CEFACT)

is a standards organization that has committed itself to develop such predefined refer-

ence models. UN/CEFACT became known by creating and maintaining the UN/ED-

IFACT standard. Since UN/CEFACTs mission is rather to develop trade procedures

than to develop IT-platform specific solutions, it started to standardize business sce-

narios independent of the IT platform: Core Components are platform-independent

business document building blocks (Stitzer and Crawford, 2003). UN/CEFACTs Mod-

eling Methodology (UMM) models the choreography and data exchange commitments

independent of the IT.

Inasmuch, the UMM model becomes a kind of contract that guides the choreog-

raphy. Since most commitments are made between two partners only, a UMM model

- such as most contracts - is agreed upon between two parties. Also similar to a con-

tract, a UMM model describes the commitments on the information flow from a neutral

perspective. It follows that UMM describes a bi-lateral and global choreography. The

UML profile of the UMM foundation module (Dietrich et al., 2006) - which was edited

by our Vienna team - has been defined exactly for this special purpose.

This means that UMM is designed neither to model local choreographies nor to

model multi-party choreographies. This means UMM does not allow to model a supply

chain which is built by three or more partners. Since UMM is designed to model

agreements and commitments between partners, it is argued that a supply chain is built

by multiple bi-lateral agreements and commitments. It is said to be a local decision

of an individual partner to select his predecessors and successor in the supply chain.

Nevertheless, it is not possible to use UMM for modeling a partners local choreography

showing how he interacts with predecessors and successors.

In this paper we present an approach how to model local and multi-party chore-

ographies. It should be noted that in this paper the terms business partner, party, and

organization refer to economically independent units, which are not necessarily legally

independent. In other words, our approach may also be used in an evironment where

two or more economically independent departments of the same company collaborate.

Since it is important that the local and multi-party choreography of a certain part-
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ner respects the commitments defined in the global and binary choreographies of the

UMM models, we concentrate on bridging global and local choreographies. As said

before, UMM is defined as a UML profile. In order to build a bridge our local, multi-

party choreography is defined as a UML profile as well, that specifies clear extension

points to UMM and includes constraints between stereotypes of both profiles. Our ap-

proach also provides a means for connecting multiple bi-lateral choreographies leading

to multi-party choreographies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We provide an overview of

related work in section 2. In section 3 we first introduce UMM by the means of a

simple example. In section 4 we demonstrate UMMs limitations to model multi-party

choreographies. Section 5 introduces our approach to extend the UMM by local, multi-

party choreographies. Again we start off with a simple example. Next we define the

stereotypes and constraints of our UML profile. A summary in section 6 concludes the

paper.

2 Related Work

The idea of defining business processes crossing organizational boundaries goes back to

ISOs Open-edi reference model (ISO, 1995). A first implementation of the choreography

aspects of this model was a Petri-Net approach contributed by Lee (Lee, 2000). Also

other authors used Petri-Nets to define the workflow between organizations (Lenz and

Oberweis, 2003),(Ling and Loke, 2002),(van der Aalst, 1999). In addition to the Petri-

Nets formalism, conceptual modeling languages became popular for describing inter-

organizational processes for the purpose of understanding and communication. The

two most significant techniques for conceptual modeling of business processes are the

Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Booch et al., 2005) and the Business Process

Modeling Notation (BPMN) (White, 2006). The main advantage of these techniques

is the use of intuitive notations yet capable to represent complex process semantics

and interactions. UML is a general purpose modeling language. In order to use UML

for modeling business processes different authors have developed either just guidelines

or a UML profile that customizes UML for business process modeling by a set of

stereotypes, tag definitions and constraints on the UML meta model. Customizations

of UML for modeling business processes internal to a company are described in (Korherr

and List, 2006),(List and Korherr, 2005),(Penker and Eriksson, 2000). Beside UMM,

UML customizations for modeling inter-organizational processes are described in the

RosettaNet Framework (Kraemer and Yendluri, 2002) and in Kramler et al. (Kramler

et al., 2005). It should be noted that in 2000 the company EDIFECS contributed the

RosettaNet methodology to UN/CEFACT which merged it into UMM. Inasmuch, the

UMM concept of business transactions - described in the next section - is identical to

the one for RosettaNet PIPs. Thus, the criticism on UMM described in section 4 also

applies to Rosetta Net.

Another popular way of describing (inter-organizational) business processes was

triggered by the growing importance of XML and Web Services. Different text based

process modeling languages appeared. These usually had no graphical notation, but

may be interpreted by software allowing the tracking or even execution of the busi-

ness process. The Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS)

(Andrews et al., 2003),(Leymann et al., 2002) became the most popular language in this

area. It is able to describe the orchestration of executable business processes, but also
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the message exchanges in a local choreography. The transformation of a global choreog-

raphy to BPEL processes have been described by Khalaf for RosettaNet (Khalaf, 2007)

and by ourselves for UMM (Hofreiter et al., 2007 a). In the area of Web Services, the

Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) (Kavantzas et al., 2005)

is the choice for modeling global choreographies. However, WS-CDL uses its own set of

control flow constructs which are hard to map to those of BPEL. In order to overcome

this limitation, BPEL4chor (Decker et al., 2007) has recently been proposed to extend

BPEL for describing global choreographies. Another XML-based language for describ-

ing global choreographies is ebXMLs Business Process Specification Schema (BPSS)

(UN/CEFACT, 2003). Since the BPSS is based on UMM and is more or less an XML

representation of UMMs business transaction view (Hofreiter et al., 2006 a), it inherits

the limitations in modeling multi-party collaborations as described in section 4. OASIS

BPSS successor called ebBP 2.0 has recognized these limitations and provides a work-

around called complex business transaction activity that works in simple scenarios.

A UMM model - as explained in the following section - may contain multiple busi-

ness collaborations including many different business transactions. It has all business

collaborations and business transactions relevant to a business goal under considera-

tion. However, this does not mean that all business collaborations and business trans-

actions must originate from that model. They may have been originally developed in

another UMM model, exported and published in a registry. A UMM model may import

and re-use business collaborations and business transactions stored in the registry. We

describe an approach to manage UMM models in an ebXML registry in (Hofreiter et

al., 2006 c).

There exist some approaches that take care of the relationship between orches-

tration, local choreography, and global choreography. In particular, the different per-

spectives can be transformed into each other, that is, the global choreography can

be transformed into the local choreography, and the local choreography can be trans-

formed into an orchestration. The basic idea of transforming a global choreography to

a local choreography is partitioning the global choreography in a way that the messages

used in the resulting local choreographies are matched to the corresponding party. This

partitioning is achieved by eliminating messages which are not related to the particular

party. Such an approach is described by Aalst in (van der Aalst and Weske, 2001). The

transformation of a local choreography to a global choreography can be realized by

relating message exchanges of different local choreographies that semantically comple-

ment one another. An approach based on workflow nets is proposed by Aalst (van der

Aalst, 2002),(van der Aalst, 1999). Piccinelli et al.(Piccinelli et al., 2002) propose an-

other transformation approach in particular for peer-to-peer collaborations in Web

Services environments.

These approaches differ significantly from our proposed approach. Evidently, they

are based on Petri Nets and Web Services, respectively, whereas our approach ex-

tends the UML. However more importantly, those approach deal with the automatic

transformation between orchestration, local choreography, and global choreography

and consistency checking between the different perspectives. Our approach does not

deal with any kind of automatic transformation. Transformations from multiple global

choreographies into a single local choreography cannot be achieved automatically and

must be done by hand. Our approach provides a mechanism to specify the dependen-

cies between global and local choreographies. These dependencies may be used in a

reasoning approach to check consistency following the ideas of Aalst et al.
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3 UN/CEFACTs Modeling Methodology (UMM)

As already outlined in the motivation, our approach is based on the UN/CEFACT

modeling methodology (UMM), which was edited by our research group. In this section

we introduce those UMM concepts that are relevant for understanding our approach.

The reader interested in more UMM details is referred to the technical specification

(Dietrich et al., 2006) or our publication in (Hofreiter et al., 2006 b). The UMM meta

model is defined as a UML profile. Accordingly, it is built on top of the UML meta

model. This profile defines a set of stereotypes including tagged definitions that are

specific for modeling business collaborations in B2B. Since UMM is based on the UML

meta model, the relationships between the stereotypes are defined by OCL constraints

on the UML meta model. The constraints as specified in the specification lead to very

restrictive UMM business collaboration models. For example, these constraints man-

date that a UMM model includes three top level packages each stereotyped according

to one of the three main views: the business domain view (BDV), the business re-

quirements view (BRV), and the business transaction view (BTV). Similarly, each of

the main views has to include a well-defined number of stereotyped sub-views. The

stereotyped modeling elements within each subview and their relationships are also

well defined.

Due to page limitations we are not able to detail all the stereotypes, tag definitions

and OCL constraints. For a better understanding of the UMM stereotypes and their

inter-dependencies we walk through the UMM by the means of a simplified, but still

realistic example of an order from quote in purchase management. The relevant artifacts

of our example are depicted in figure 1. On the top of this figure we see the structure

of our purchase management model.

The first top level package is stereotypes as business domain view (BDV). The BDV

is used to gather existing knowledge from stakeholders and business domain experts.

It is the goal to get a basic understanding of the business processes of the business

partner under consideration. Since our approach is interlinked with the subsequent

UMM views, we do not detail the BDV artifacts. We just show the business partner

types retailer and wholesaler which are used subsequently.

The second top level package is stereotyped as business requirements view (BRV)

specifies the requirements for the business collaboration under development. We omit

to detail the business process view and the business entity view. A transaction require-

ments view defines the business transaction use case for a certain task and binds the

two authorized roles involved. The authorized roles are defined in the exact context of

the business transaction use case. In our example we have two transaction requirements

views: request for quote (2) and place order (3). The authorized roles in place order

are order requestor and order responder whereas the authorized roles in request for

quote are quote requestor and quote responder.

The collaboration requirements view includes a business collaboration use case. The

business collaboration use case aggregates business transaction use cases or recursively

structured business collaboration use cases. This is manifested by include associations.

In our example the business collaboration use case order from quote (1) includes the

business transaction use cases request for quote (2) and place order (3). Furthermore,

the authorized roles participating in the business collaboration use case must be defined

within the context and namespace of the collaboration requirements view. The same is

valid for the authorized roles participating in the business transaction use cases. Maps

to dependencies are used to define which authorized role of a business collaboration
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Fig. 1 UMM by Example: Purchase Management
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use case plays which role in an included business transaction use case (or recursive

business collaboration use case). In our example the buyer of order from quote (1)

plays the quote requestor in request for quote (2) and the order requestor in place

order (3). The seller of order from quote (1) plays the quote responder in request

quote (2), and the order responder in place order (3).

The collaboration realization view covers the business collaboration realization -

which is a kind of use case that does not elaborate any new requirements. A business

collaboration realization realizes a business collaboration use case between a specific

set of business partner types. This is indicated by a realize association. The business

collaboration realization order from quote (4) realizes the business collaboration use

case order from quote (1). The business partner types participating in the business

collaboration realization are the ones already defined in the BDV and, thus, are not re-

defined in the namespace of the collaboration realization view. A maps to dependency

defines which participant of a business collaboration realization plays which role in the

business collaboration use case. In the order from quote realization (4) the retailer

plays the buyer and the wholesaler acts as seller.

Finally, the third top level package captures the artifacts of the business transac-

tion view (BTV). The BTV builds upon the BRV and defines a global choreography of

information exchanges and the document structure of these exchanges. The choreogra-

phy described in the requirements of a business transaction use case is represented in

exactly one activity graph of a business transaction. A maps to dependency between

them allows traceability between the requirements and the business transaction, which

is defined in a business interaction view. In our example, the request for quote re-

quirements (2) are mapped to a corresponding choreography (6). The same mapping

is made for the place order requirements (4) to its choreography (7).

A business transaction is characterized as follows: If an authorized role recognizes

an event that changes the state of a business entity, it initiates a business transaction to

synchronize with the collaborating authorized role. A business transaction is an atomic

unit that leads to a synchronized state in both information systems. We distinguish one-

way and two-way business transactions: In the former case, the initiating authorized role

reports an already effective and irreversible state change that the reacting authorized

role has to accept. In the other case, the initiating role sets the business entity/ies

into an interim state and the final state is decided by the reacting authorized role. It

is a two-way transaction, because business information flows from the initiator to the

responder to set the interim state and backwards to set the final and irreversible state

change. Irreversible means that returning to an original state requires compensation

by another business transaction.

UMM distinguishes two types of one-way transactions. If the business information

sent is a formal non-repudiatable notification, the transaction is called notification.

Otherwise the transaction is known as information distribution. Furthermore, there

exist four different types of two-way transactions. If the responder already has the

information available beforehand, it is a query/response transaction. If the responder

does not have the information, but no pre-editor context validation is required before

processing, the transaction is a request/confirm one. If the latter is required, the next

question is whether the transaction results in a residual obligation to fulfill terms of a

contract. If so, it is a commercial transaction. Otherwise it is a request/response trans-

action. These types of business transactions cover all known legally binding interactions

between two decision making applications as defined in Open-edi (ISO, 1995).
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Owing to the strict definition, a UMM business transaction follows always the same

pattern: A business transaction is performed between two authorized roles that are

already known from the business transaction use case and that are assigned to exactly

one business transaction swimlane each. Each authorized role performs exactly one

activity. The object flow between the requesting and the responding business activity

is mandatory. The object flow in the reverse direction is optional. In our example

the business transactions request for quote (6) and place order (7) both are two-

way transactions. Request for quote is of type request/response and place order is a

commercial transaction.

The requirements described in a business collaboration use case are choreographed

in the activity graph of a business collaboration protocol, which is defined in a busi-

ness choreography view. This one-to-one relationship is denoted by another maps to

dependency. In our example, the order from quote requirements (1) are mapped to

the homonymous business collaboration protocol (5). A business collaboration protocol

choreographs a set of business transaction activities and/or business collaboration ac-

tivities. A business transaction activity is refined by the activity graph of a business

transaction. In our example, the business collaboration protocol of order from quote

(5) consists of two business transaction activities: request for quote and place order.

Each of them is refined by its own business transaction (6 and 7). Maps to dependencies

keep track of this refinement.

The business information views are used to define the structure of business doc-

uments exchanged in business transactions. Each of the four information envelopes

exchanged in the two business transactions leads to a business information view de-

scribing the envelopes document structure. Since modeling the business documents is

out of scope for this paper we do not detail them any further.

4 Problem: Nested Business Transactions

 In the example of section 3, the business collaboration use case order from
quote involves exactly two authorized roles. In this case we speak of a bi-lateral col-
laboration.Next we are going to extend our example to a multi-party collaboration. We
assume that the wholesaler will contact the retailer’s bank to check his credit before
making a firm quote. This means we have three business partner types: retailer,
wholesaler and bank. These three business partner types collaborate in a business
collaboration use case order from firm quote (see Fig. 2): the retailer acts as
buyer, the wholesaler acts as seller, and the bank acts as respondent.

Evidently, we need another business transaction that is realized between the whole-
saler and the bank to check the retailer’s credit. We already learned for the sake of reuse
that a business transaction is not defined between business partner types, but between
more abstract authorized roles. The left hand side of Fig. 3 depicts the business trans-
action use case check credit that involves a check requestor and a respon-
dent. The right hand side shows the corresponding business transaction between these
authorized roles. 

uc OrderFromFirmQuote

«BusinessCollaborationUseCase»
OrderFromFirmQuote

Buyer Seller

Respondent

«participates» «participates»

«participates»

Fig. 2.   Multi-party Business Collaboration Use Case: Order from Firm Quote

act CheckCredit

Responder :Respondent

«BusinessTransactionSwimlane»

Requestor :CheckRequestor

«BusinessTransactionSwimlane»

«RequestingBusinessActiv ity»
request credit check

«RespondingBusinessActiv ity»
perform credit check

«RequestingInformationEnvelop...
:CreditCheckRequestEnvelope

«RespondingInformationEnvelo...
:CreditCheckResponseEnvelope

Initial State

Success

Failure

[CreditCheck.refused]

[CreditCheck.reported]

uc CheckCredit

CheckRequestor

Respondent

«BusinessTransactionUseCase»
CheckCredit

«participates»

«participates»

Fig. 3.   Business Transaction Use Case & Business Transaction: Check Credit

Fig. 2 Multi-pary Business Collaboration Use Case: Order from Firm Quote
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4 Problem: Nested Business Transactions

In the example of section 3, the business collaboration use case order from quote in-

volves exactly two authorized roles. In this case we speak of a bi-lateral collaboration.

Next we are going to extend our example to a multi-party collaboration. We assume

that the wholesaler will contact the retailers bank to check his credit before making

a firm quote. This means we have three business partner types: retailer, wholesaler

and bank. These three business partner types collaborate in a business collaboration use

case order from firm quote (see figure 2): the retailer acts as buyer, the wholesaler

acts as seller, and the bank acts as respondent.

Evidently, we need another business transaction that is realized between the whole-

saler and the bank to check the retailers credit. We already learned for the sake of reuse

that a business transaction is not defined between business partner types, but between

more abstract authorized roles. The left hand side of figure 3 depicts the business

transaction use case check credit that involves a check requestor and a respondent.

The right hand side shows the corresponding business transaction between these au-

thorized roles. The artifacts of figure 3 and their model elements must be added to the

UMM model of figure 1.

4 Problem: Nested Business Transactions

 In the example of section 3, the business collaboration use case order from
quote involves exactly two authorized roles. In this case we speak of a bi-lateral col-
laboration.Next we are going to extend our example to a multi-party collaboration. We
assume that the wholesaler will contact the retailer’s bank to check his credit before
making a firm quote. This means we have three business partner types: retailer,
wholesaler and bank. These three business partner types collaborate in a business
collaboration use case order from firm quote (see Fig. 2): the retailer acts as
buyer, the wholesaler acts as seller, and the bank acts as respondent.

Evidently, we need another business transaction that is realized between the whole-
saler and the bank to check the retailer’s credit. We already learned for the sake of reuse
that a business transaction is not defined between business partner types, but between
more abstract authorized roles. The left hand side of Fig. 3 depicts the business trans-
action use case check credit that involves a check requestor and a respon-
dent. The right hand side shows the corresponding business transaction between these
authorized roles. 

uc OrderFromFirmQuote

«BusinessCollaborationUseCase»
OrderFromFirmQuote

Buyer Seller

Respondent

«participates» «participates»

«participates»

Fig. 2.   Multi-party Business Collaboration Use Case: Order from Firm Quote

act CheckCredit

Responder :Respondent

«BusinessTransactionSwimlane»

Requestor :CheckRequestor

«BusinessTransactionSwimlane»

«RequestingBusinessActiv ity»
request credit check

«RespondingBusinessActiv ity»
perform credit check

«RequestingInformationEnvelop...
:CreditCheckRequestEnvelope

«RespondingInformationEnvelo...
:CreditCheckResponseEnvelope

Initial State

Success

Failure

[CreditCheck.refused]

[CreditCheck.reported]

uc CheckCredit

CheckRequestor

Respondent

«BusinessTransactionUseCase»
CheckCredit

«participates»

«participates»

Fig. 3.   Business Transaction Use Case & Business Transaction: Check CreditFig. 3 Business Transaction Use Case and Business Transaction: Check Credit

Naively, one may think that the business transaction use case check credit is di-

rectly included in the new business collaboration use case order from firm quote. In

this case, a business transaction activity check credit would have to be added to the

corresponding business collaboration protocol order from firm quote. It follows that we

would have to specify a choreography among the three business transaction activities

request for quote, place order, and check credit. However, this is an impossible task.

From a business point of view the scenario is as follows: First the buyer submits his

quote. In order to decide whether to make a firm quote or not, the seller requests the

bank to check the buyers credit. After receiving the result of the credit check from the
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bank, the seller returns a quote document, which either includes the quote or a reason

for quote rejection.

In the business collaboration protocol we have to define the control flow between

the request for quote and the check credit business transaction activities. In UML,

the transition from one activity to another one is triggered by the fact that the first one

is completed. Looking at our example, it is clear that the request for quote business

transaction activity is started first. However, it is not completed before the check credit

business transaction activity starts. In fact, check credit is nested within request for

quote. This means that the nested activity is triggered as part of starting the encom-

passing activity and the nested one has to complete for the encompassing one to finish.

In case of nested business transaction activities, it is not possible to specify a transi-

tion between the business transaction activities in the business collaboration protocol.

In figure 4 we depict our example case where the transition between request quote and

order from quote cannot be defined.

Naively, one may think that the business transaction use case check credit is
directly included in the new business collaboration use case order from firm
quote.In this case, a business transaction activity check credit would have to be
added to the corresponding business collaboration protocol order from firm
quote. It follows that we would have to specify a choreography among the three busi-
ness transaction activities request for quote, place order, and check cred-
it. However, this is an impossible task.

From a business point of view the scenario is as follows: First the buyer submits his
quote. In order to decide whether to make a firm quote or not, the seller requests the
bank to check the buyer’s credit. After receiving the result of the credit check from the
bank, the seller returns a quote document, which either includes the quote or a reason
for quote rejection. 

In the business collaboration protocol we have to define the control flow between
the request for quote and the check credit business transaction activities. In
general, the transition from one business transaction activity to another one is triggered
by the fact that the first one is completed. Looking at our example, it is clear that the
request for quote business transaction activity is started first. However, it is not
completed before the check credit business transaction activity starts. In fact,
check credit is nested within request for quote. This means that the nested ac-
tivity is triggered as part of starting the encompassing activity and the nested one has to
complete for the encompassing one to finish. In case of nested business transaction ac-
tivities, it is not possible to specify a transition between the business transaction activ-
ities in the business collaboration protocol. In Fig. 4 we depict our example case where
the transition between request quote and order from quote cannot be defined.

Nested business transactions do not appear in bi-lateral collaborations. According
to the business transaction semantics - which are derived from the Open-edi reference
model [13] - a responder has first to reply in a two-way business transaction before star-
ing another one. Therefore, nested business transactions only appear in multi-party col-
laborations. These nested transactions are very typical in multi-party supply chains.
Since business collaboration protocols are only able to handle multi-party collabora-

Fig. 4.   Undefined Transition in Business Collaboration Protocol: Order from Firm Quote

act MultiParty-OrderFromQuotePlusCreditCheck

«BusinessTransactionActiv ity»
request for quote

«BusinessTransactionActiv ity»
check credit

«BusinessTransactionActiv ity»
place order

Success

Failure

?

?

[Quote.refused]

[Order.rejected]

[Order.accepted]

Fig. 4 Undefined Transaction in Business Collaboration Protocoll: Order from Firm Quote

Nested business transactions are not necessary when modelling bi-lateral collab-

orations. According to the business transaction semantics - which are derived from

the Open-edi reference model (ISO, 1995) - a responder has first to reply in a two-

way business transaction before continuing with another business transaction in the

same business collaboration. Therefore, nested business transactions usually appear in

multi-party collaborations. These nested transactions are very typical in multi-party

supply chains. Since business collaboration protocols are only able to handle multi-party

collaborations without nested transactions, they are not appropriate for real-world

multi-party scenarios. Thus, the current UMM is more or less limited to bi-lateral

collaborations.

In order to overcome the limitations of nested transactions, one may think to split

the encompassing two-way business transaction into two one-way business transac-
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tions: One that starts before the nested one and one that completes after the nested

one is finished. However, this would violate the rules of the business transaction seman-

tics as defined in Open-edi (ISO, 1995). The four two-way business transaction types

request/response, query/response, request/confirm and commercial transaction have a

certain business semantic and cannot be split into two business transactions of type

notification or even information distribution.

It follows that a multi-party business collaboration must be split into bi-lateral

business collaborations. As shown in figure 5, the business collaboration use case order

from firm quote is built by two included business collaboration use cases: order from

quote (which we detailed in Section 3) and check creditworthiness. The business col-

laboration use case check creditworthiness is simple and includes only one business

transaction use case: check credit. Due to space limitations and the triviality we do

not depict this include association in figure 5.

tions without nested transactions, they are not appropriate for real-world multi-party
scenarios. Thus, the current UMM is only suited for bi-lateral collaborations.

In order to overcome the limitations of nested transactions, one may think to split
the encompassing two-way business transaction into two one-way business transac-
tions: One that starts before the nested one and one that completes after the nested one
is finished. However, this would violate the rules of the business transaction semantics
as defined in Open-edi [13]. The four two-way business transaction types request/re-
sponse, query/response, request/confirm and commercial transaction have a certain
business semantic and cannot be split into two business transactions of type notification
or even information distribution.

It follows that a multi-party business collaboration must be split into bi-lateral busi-
ness collaborations. As shown in Fig. 5, the business collaboration use case order
from firm quote is built by two included business collaboration use cases: order
from quote (which we detailed in Section 3) and check creditworthiness. The
business collaboration use case check creditworthiness is simple and includes
only one business transaction use case: check credit. Due to space limitations and the
triviality we do not depict this include association in Fig. 5. 

5 A UML Profile for Local multi-party Choreographies

A limitation of splitting up a multi-party business collaboration into multiple bi-lateral
business collaborations is the fact, that all dependencies between the different bi-lateral
business collaborations are lost. In case of our example, this means that the dependen-
cies between request for quote and check creditworthiness are absent in the
resulting UMM model. Accordingly, the information that checking the buyer’s credit is
nested within the request for quote is lost. From a UN/CEFACT perspective this seems
to be ok, since UN/CEFACT’s goal is providing standardized reference models for the
collaborative space. Evidently, it is not intended to standardize how enterprises and or-
ganizations work internally. Accordingly, mandating a credit check as part of a request
for quote is not the task of UN/CEFACT. It is an internal decision made by a seller.

Even if it is not UN/CEFACT’s task to model the internal decisions of a party, we
think it is critical to provide the party with guidelines on how to model its local chore-
ography in alignment with the global choreography provided in UMM models. These
guidelines may be used by an individual party, but may also be used by a supply chain
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5 A UML Profile for Local multi-party Choreographies

A limitation of splitting up a multi-party business collaboration into multiple bi-lateral

business collaborations is the fact, that all dependencies between the different bi-lateral

business collaborations are lost. In case of our example, this means that the dependen-

cies between request for quote and check creditworthiness are absent in the resulting

UMM model. Accordingly, the information that checking the buyers credit is nested

within the request for quote is lost. From a UN/CEFACT perspective this seems to

be ok, since UN/CEFACTs goal is providing standardized reference models for the

collaborative space. Evidently, it is not intended to standardize how enterprises and

organizations work internally. Accordingly, mandating a credit check as part of a re-

quest for quote is not the task of UN/CEFACT. It is an internal decision made by a

seller.

Even if it is not UN/CEFACTs task to model the internal decisions of a party,

we think it is critical to provide the party with guidelines on how to model its local

choreography in alignment with the global choreography provided in UMM models.

These guidelines may be used by an individual party, but may also be used by a supply

chain designer who is able to suggest a certain behavior to the supply chain partners.

For this purpose we have developed a UML profile for local choreographies extending

UMM.
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The UMM is already prepared for such extensions since the meta model is divided

into a set of meta modules. The basic UMM concepts are defined in the base module

and in the foundation module (Dietrich et al., 2006). Both, extension modules and

specialization modules provide add-on concepts to the foundation. The specialization

modules are developed and maintained by UN/CEFACT, whereas extension modules

are created and maintained by external organizations. Thus, the profile described in

this paper is an example of an extension module. However, we consider submitting the

proposal to UN/CEFACT in order to progress it to a specialization module.

5.1 Steps of specifying a local choreography by example

In order to explain the concepts of our UML profile for local choreographies, we first

have a look at our example before looking at the stereotype definitions and the meta

model constraints. We demonstrate the local choreography by means of the seller in

our purchase management example. Since this local choreography does not fit in any of

the three main UMM views, it is placed in another top level package that is stereo-

typed as local choreography view. It is important to note that a local choreography view

must always be defined in the same model as the relevant business collaborations and

business transactions of the global choreography. This does not necessarily mean that

the artifacts of the global choreography have originally been developed as part of this

model. The global choreography or parts thereof may be provided in a registry and

imported into a model that only adds the local choreography view.

Within the local choreography view we define an activity that represents the overall

choreography of the seller in order from firm quote. This activity is stereotyped as

local choreography. The flow within this local choreography is depicted in the activity

diagram of figure 6. The main building blocks are those requesting/responding business

activities that are carried out by the seller. A detailed look on the business transactions

in figure 1(6,7) shows that the requesting/responding business activities are assigned

to the partitions of the authorized roles in the business transactions (quote responder,

order responder), but not to the authorized roles in the collaboration (seller). However,

there exist two maps to dependencies each starting from the seller in the collaboration

requirements view (1): one to quote responder in one transaction requirements view (2)

and one to order responder in the other transaction requirements view (3). Hence, we

are able to calculate the requesting/responding business activities of the seller. In the

order from quote collaboration with the buyer, the seller carries out two responding

business activities: calculate quote and act on purchase order.

These two responding business activities are part of the local choreography of the

seller. The next step is to specify the flow among them. We are able to derive the

flow from the business collaboration protocol of order from quote (see figure 1, (5)).

The business collaboration protocol includes only business transaction activities (and

business collaboration activities). These activities are executed by exactly two autho-

rized roles. In a bi-lateral business collaboration each authorized role must be involved

in each of the activities. It follows that the flow in the local choreography is similar

to the one in the business collaboration protocol. However, each business transaction

activity is replaced by the requesting/responding business activity of the respective au-

thorized role in the underlying business transaction. The business collaboration protocol

in figure 1 (5) shows a sequence of request for quote and place order. Accordingly, the

local choreography of the seller in figure 3 is built by the sequence of calculate quote
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(sellers task in request for quote) and act on purchase order (his task in place order).

The transitions and their guard conditions are the same for the business collaboration

protocol and the local choreography. This means that a refused quote (note we write

short Quote.refused instead of Quote.oclInState(refused)) leads to a failure state. The

transition between calculate quote and act on purchase order is guarded by the fact

that the quote was provided. An rejected order leads to a failure state after act on

purchase order, whereas an accepted order leads to a success.

The next step is detailing each of the requesting/responding business activities in

the local choreography. An object node is added for each incoming and outgoing infor-

mation envelope. Requesting/responding business activities taken from two-way trans-

actions have both an input and an output node. If they are part of a one-way business

transaction, a requesting business activity has only an output node and a responding

business activity has only an input node. In our example, calculate quote and act on

purchase order are both taken from a two-way business transaction. Thus, they have

an input and an output node. The information envelopes assigned to these nodes cor-

respond to the input and output defined in the business transactions in figure 1 (6,7).

For each input node we add an accept event action that is stereotyped as receive

business information. It is used to recognize the event of an incoming information en-

velope and to hand it over to the requesting/responding business activity. In case of

a responding business activity this event and the resulting transfer of the information

envelope is required to start the responding business activity. In our example of figure 6

the overall initial state leads immediately to the calculate quote activity. However, be-

fore the first activity within calculate quote is started, the accept event action receive

quote request must recognize the receipt of a quote request envelope and transfer it

to calculate quote.

The flow within a requesting/responding business activity is modeled by the follow-

ing concepts: Private actions and private activities are used to model tasks that are

internal to the organization and are not visible to other parties. Private activities may

be decomposed into further activities and actions, private actions do not. The next

concept is send business information. It is a special kind of the send signal action that

is used to send an information envelope to the other authorized role. However, the other

authorized role is not part of a local choreography - this exchange is already defined

in the corresponding business transaction. In the local choreography, send business in-

formation simply writes the business information envelope to the output node of the

requesting/responding business activity. In our example, the send business informa-

tion send quote response transfers the quote envelope to the output node of calculate

quote. The fact, that the quote envelope is returned to obtain quote (executed by the

quote requestor) is not shown in the local choreography of figure 6 - it is already defined

in the request for quote business transaction of figure 1 (6).

So far, we have not shown how to overcome the problem of nested transactions.

For this purpose we use the concept of a call nested transaction. As we know from our

example, checking the customer credit has to be done after receiving a quote request

and before responding to it. This means that the business transaction check credit

is started as part of the sellers calculate quote activity. Accordingly, we define the

concept of a call nested transaction as a special kind of the UML call action behav-

ior, used to call another structured activity - which is a requesting/responding activity

of the same authorized role. In our example of figure 6, the calculate quote activity

includes the call nested transaction request credit check. This one calls the synony-

mously named requesting business activity request credit check - which is the sellers
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task in place order). The transitions and their guard conditions are the same for the busi-
ness collaboration protocol and the local choreography. This means that a refused
quote (note we write short Quote.refused instead of Quote.oclInState(re-
fused)) leads to a failure state. The transition between calculate quote and act
on purchase order is guarded by the fact that the quote was provided. An re-
jected order leads to a failure state after act on purchase order, whereas an
accepted order leads to a success. 

The next step is detailing each of the requesting/responding business activities in
the local choreography. An object node is added for each incoming and outgoing infor-
mation envelope. Requesting/responding business activities taken from two-way trans-
actions have both an input and an output node. If they are part of a one-way business
transaction, a requesting business activity has only an output node and a responding
business activity has only an input node. In our example, calculate quote and act
on purchase order are both taken from a two-way business transaction. Thus, they

Fig. 6.   Local Choreography: Seller in Order from Firm Quote
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Fig. 6 Local Choreography: Seller in Order from Firm Quote

task in the business transaction check credit (see figure 3). We again specify a flow

within the requesting business activity request credit check. After finishing this flow,

control is given back to calculate quote. Since request credit check is a requesting

business activity, its internal flow first includes a send business document action before

receiving a return back. However, its flow is only able to continue with file credit

check, if a credit check response envelope is recognized by the receive business doc-

ument action receive credit check response. Furthermore, it should be noticed that

call nested transaction is only used for calling a single requesting/responding business

activity. If a whole collaboration is nested, the call nested collaboration concept is used.

This one calls another local choreography.

5.2 Stereotypes and Constraints of the profile for local choreographies

In the previous subsection we have demonstrated the methodology of our UML profile

for local choreographies by means of our simple example.In this example we already
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nested, the call nested collaboration concept is used. This one calls another local cho-
reography.

5.2 Stereotypes and Constraints of the profile for local choreographies
In the previous subsection we have demonstrated the methodology of our UML profile
for local choreographies by means of our simple example. In this example we already
made references to the following stereotypes of our UML profile for modeling local
choreographies (see Fig. 7).:

The stereotype local choreography view is a new type of a top level package in a
UMM business collaboration model. It captures all the artifacts necessary to specify lo-
cal choreographies. The stereotype local choreography extends the concept of an activ-
ity. This activity is carried out by one organization only. The activity is decomposed
into a controlled flow of requesting/responding business activities performed by the
corresponding organization. Further stereotypes are defined for modeling the flow of a
requesting/responding business activity. The stereotypes private action and private ac-
tivity are used to model actions and activities of this flow that are not visible to external
organizations. The stereotype call nested transaction is another kind of action in this
flow. It is used to call a flow in another requesting/responding business activity of the
corresponding organization. The stereotype send business information extends the con-
cept of a UML send signal action and is also part of this flow. It is used to denote send-
ing an information envelope to another organization. This information envelope is as-
signed to the output node of the corresponding requesting/responding business activity.
The stereotype receive business information is a special kind of a UML accept event
action. It is used to recognize an incoming information envelope. It is part of a local
choreography, but does not sit in the flow of a requesting/responding business activity.
However, the received information envelope is given to an input node of the requesting/
responding business activity. Note, the stereotypes requesting business activity, re-
sponding business activity, and information envelope are already defined in UMM.

Furthermore, the stereotypes have certain relationships with each other. This rela-
tionships are specified by means of constraints on the meta model. These constraints are
defined by the means of the object constraint language (OCL). Due to page limitations
we only include their plain text descriptions:

• Since a local choreography view is a top level package, the parent of a local cho-
reography view is a business collaboration model.

Fig. 7.   Stereotypes of our UML Profile for Local Choreographies
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made references to the following stereotypes of our UML profile for modeling local

choreographies (see figure 7):

The stereotype local choreography view is a new type of a top level package in a

UMM business collaboration model. It captures all the artifacts necessary to specify

local choreographies. The stereotype local choreography extends the concept of an ac-

tivity. This activity is carried out by one organization only. The activity is decomposed

into a controlled flow of requesting/responding business activities performed by the

corresponding organization. Further stereotypes are defined for modeling the flow of

a requesting/responding business activity. The stereotypes private action and private

activity are used to model actions and activities of this flow that are not visible to

external organizations. Elements of these two stereotypes are not necessarily atomic -

a private activity is decomposed into other activities/actions and a private action may

call a sub-process.

The stereotype call nested transaction is another kind of action in this flow. It is

used to call a flow in another requesting/responding business activity of the correspond-

ing organization. The stereotype send business information extends the concept of a

UML send signal action and is also part of this flow. It is used to denote sending an

information envelope to another organization. This information envelope is assigned

to the output node of the corresponding requesting/responding business activity. The

stereotype receive business information is a special kind of a UML accept event action.

It is used to recognize an incoming information envelope. It is part of a local choreogra-

phy, but does not sit in the flow of a requesting/responding business activity. However,

the received information envelope is given to an input node of the requesting/responding

business activity. Note, the stereotypes requesting business activity, responding business

activity, and information envelope are already defined in UMM.

Furthermore, the stereotypes have certain relationships with each other. These re-

lationships are specified by means of constraints on the meta model. These constraints

are defined by the means of the object constraint language (OCL). Due to page limi-

tations we only include their plain text descriptions:

– Since a local choreography view is a top level package, the parent of a local chore-

ography view is a business collaboration model.

– A local choreography is directly specified within a local choreography view. Conse-

quently, the parent of a local choreography must be a local choreography view. A

local choreography view may include multiple local choreographies as its children.

– A local choreography specifies a flow amongst requesting/responding business ac-

tivities and includes receive business information actions. The children of a local
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choreography must be either requesting/responding business activities or receive

business information actions - no other children are allowed.

– All requesting/responding business activities within a local choreography are per-

formed by the same organization. Consequently, the activities within a local chore-

ography must all be in the business transaction swimlanes of authorized roles in

business transactions, that all have a (recursive) mapping to the same authorized

role in a business collaboration use case.

– The transitions between requesting/responding business activities in a local chore-

ography must correspond - including their guards - to the transitions in the business

collaboration protocol from which the requesting/responding business activities are

taken. Note, in fact they are taken from the business transactions refining the

business transaction activities of the business collaboration protocol.

– A requesting business activity coming from a one-way business transaction has

only one output node, one from a two-way business transaction has an output

and an input node. A responding business activity coming from a one-way business

transaction has only an input node, one from a two-way business transaction has

an input and an output node. The information envelopes of the input and output

nodes must be consistent to the object flows specified in business transactions.

– Output nodes of a requesting/responding business activity do not show any further

object flow in the local choreography. This flow must be specified in a business

transaction.

– A receive business document action must lead to an input node of a requesting/re-

sponding business activity. A send business document action must lead to an output

node of a requesting/responding business activity.

– A requesting/responding business activity includes children of the following stereo-

types: private action, private activity, send business document, call nested transac-

tion, and call nested collaboration - no others are allowed. Vice versa, the parent of

these stereotypes must always be a requesting/responding business activity.

– A call nested transaction must always call a requesting/responding business activity.

A call nested collaboration must always call another local choreography. No recursive

circles are allowed.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we build up-on the UN/CEFACT modeling methodology (UMM). UMM

is defined as a UML profile for modeling global choreographies. A UMM business col-

laboration model captures the commitments and agreements on the flow of business

information between two parties. We used a simple order from quote example to demon-

strate modeling a bi-lateral, global choreography by means of UMM. More complex and

realistic UMM choreographies are part of all business requirements specifications de-

veloped for international trade by UN/CEFACT , as well as by national e-government

frameworks, such as XV in Germany, GovDex in Australia, and the Governments of

Canada Strategic Reference Model (GSRM).

It is the intention of UN/CEFACT to use UMM for specifying reference models

that partners can agree up-on. It is not the intention of UN/CEFACT to standardize

the business processes within an organization. Accordingly, UMM is not capable of

modeling such processes. If a partner in one bi-lateral collaboration decides to contact

another partner in another bi-lateral collaboration, this is considered as an internal
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The approach proposed in this paper shows how to model a local choreography of
a partner. The constraints specified in our profile guarantee that the local choreography
respects the commitments made in the global choreography - assuming that the global
choreography is correct. Having defined a local choreography it is also possible to au-
tomatically derive a sequence of message exchanges for a multi-party collaboration.
The derivation process starts off with a bi-lateral collaboration. If one partner calls a
nested transaction or a nested collaboration in its local choreography, the additional
partnership is added to the message flow. The implementation of this automatic deriva-
tion is up to future work. Fig. 8 shows the message exchanges in a successful case of
our order from firm quote example 
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decision in the internal business process of that partner. Thus, UMM has its limita-

tions in modeling multi-party collaborations. Again, we used our simple demonstration

example of order from quote between a seller and a buyer to highlight the problems of

a nested transaction between the seller and a bank.

However, it is critical for an organization to model its own business processes and

at the same time being in-line with business collaboration models the organization

agreed up-on. Similarly, a supply chain designer, who is able to recommend certain

tasks to the supply chain partners, may find it critical to model multi-party collabo-

rations. These were the drivers for extending the UMM for the purpose of modeling

local choreographies as well as multi-party collaborations. Nevertheless, our proposed

UMM extension may be used no matter whether two or more business partners col-

laborate and no matter whether nested transactions are involved or not. Our approach

extends the UMM by another set of stereotypes. In this profile, nested collaborations

are realized by calls to subprocesses representing these nested collaborations. However,

a total of eight stereotypes as well as a well defined set of constraints between them

and to stereotypes of the UMM ensure a consistent modeling approach from global

to local choreographies. The resulting profile is also considered as a domain-specific

customization of UML that simplifies code development in a next step. Furthermore,

we demonstrate the methodological steps of our approach by means of an example.

In order to support our approach, we created the UML profile definition for the

commercial UML tool Enterprise Architect. Accordingly, all stereotypes are then built

into Enterprise Architect and the profile may be used together with our Enterprise

Architect Add-in for the UMM foundation module (Hofreiter et al., 2007 b). However,

full fledged user support that goes beyond regular modeling features - like in the previ-

ously mentioned Add-in - is open to future work. Nevertheless, it should be noted that

out approach sits on top of the UML meta model and, thus, any other UML tool may

be used to create compliant models. This fact helped also in the early stages of devel-

oping the UML profile: The Australian GovDex project reported the need for nested

transactions. We offered a preliminary version of our profile for local choreographies in

order to complement the UMM approach already in use by GovDex. Even if no specific

tool support was available at this time, the GovDex project was able to apply the plain

Enterprise Architect features to test our proposal. The feedback loops with GovDex

helped a lot in the evaluation of the proposed UML profile for local choreographies

which finally proved to provide a useful extension to UMM.
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The approach proposed in this paper shows how to model a local choreography of a

partner. The constraints specified in our profile guarantee that the local choreography

respects the commitments made in the global choreography - assuming that the global

choreography is correct. Having defined a local choreography it is also possible to auto-

matically derive a sequence of message exchanges for a multi-party collaboration. The

derivation process starts off with a bi-lateral collaboration. If one partner calls a nested

transaction or a nested collaboration in its local choreography, the additional partner-

ship is added to the message flow. The implementation of this automatic derivation is

up to future work. Figure 8 shows the message exchanges in a successful case of our

order from firm quote example.
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